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ABSTRACT 
Shush tar as one of the first cities in the central and essential role in the Khuzestan 
province of Iran's civilization and culture has played. It remains due to the different 
historical periods is particularly widespread Samarian period of study and research. 
Branch because of its proximity to the river Karun a good opportunity to take action in this 
area has made. The city center and master control in the context of brocade and cotton 
fabric is mine. Orders are also considered as antiquities Castle shush tar and order castle 
fortress in the history of political and military events in the country and is also one of the 
most important centers in the province of Khuzestan, especially in the field of cultural-
historical civilization has been Karun River. Sassanid Shaper I in 241 AD the Roman 
Emperor Valerian in 260 AD to the throne and was captured and he ordered the 
construction of the bridge late in the Marble made and still stands today. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Geographical location Shush tar: 

 Shush tar city from north to south and east to the city of Ahvaz Defuel- city of Susa and from East to West 

in Masked Suleiman is limited. The Karun River is a river that flows in the city. Karun word is the word Source 

Koshering. Bakhtaran Mountains Koshering name that comes from the river Karun River in North Branch is 

divided into two branches. Garage East or West Branch Derange larger branch or Chahardangeh called Shoat. 

The two rivers near a place called bitumen cord can be connected and after it is Ahvaz  By drinking the marginal 

areas of the middle and crossed from the south to the city of Korma shah and finally to the Arvin River flows 

down . Karun river water was an important period in the early history of the Persian Gulf became independent 

and formed a separate Delta. It plays a major role in the formation and development of civilizations throughout 

history have played several ancient Shush tar in terms of water "Water Museum" called. These works include 

Darin Creek, Garage canal, bridge late, paragraph level, waterfalls, Bashkir Bridge.  

 

Shush tar historical background: 

 Shush tar historical background should be seen from two perspectives. The history of settlement in the area 

and the history of the city of Shush tar Shush tar .Professor Hirschman archaeologist famous French cave Pad 

(Pebble) northeast of the city of Shush tar in Iran's human settlement dating back to the first settlement in Shush 

tar to ten thousand years Estimates. In his book The Lost World famous astronomer Walter Hymns Elam, is 

likely Shush tar today Darden (Adam dun) is Islamite. Apparently Rydal the current status of the city has been 

destroyed and then later to have been rebuilt by the Achaemenes kings. It also suggested that the same place 

where the old and the Islamite city are far Data was. It went on to say that the history of residence in the area of 

Shush tar Sykes Sir Persia written in the book of history: According to archaeological excavations, the first 

civilization of Elam in Iran before the Aryans conspiracy. Their 4 millennium BC the wide region including 

Khuzestan, Loretta, and Liam Territory Bakhtaran took command and also an important city in Liam Branch is 

considered. 

 

History of the city of Shush tar: 

 "Been Moqaffe" in the history of the building of Susa and shush tar "The city of Susa and Shush tar was 

established after the flood. Also, the "night ghoul" in this regard states:"Hushing Pinhead building was 

destroyed, Redshirt I re-building it and making the shape of a horse, for example." Author (ID Branch) writes: 
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After Kio mars Ben Adam H. son or his nephew to the throne and then pay people to build houses and buildings 

were Galan and Kara of wood and straw were the order of the and after Within fence around houses built houses 

that total in order to have a home. Because people were in the houses and the hard, cold, heat, rain damage, and 

wild animals were released. It is better to be engineers that design and took it to the building work. And say 

Susa and Shush tar the horse is in the form of tailor-made. 

 

The appellation names Shush tar: 

 The "appellation" in comparison with the Susa Shush tar and Ahvaz in the literature reads: "Shush Arabic" 

fro "and the word in Farsi mean Shush tar well and the better." Side Abdullah islands in Shush tar biographer 

wrote about it: "... some have said that someone from Bane Jell, tester name, and it conquered in his name 

known." And so in the past by some historians Branch has six gates and why some call it "Shushed" are also 

called. Although (Branch) or (tester), with Waterfall with large branches (Karun) has been named the ancient 

city, but the city of Susa as in ancient documents the name and address had been left on the (Shush tar ) less 

mentioned, but this does not mean that (Branch) is a city unknown or little significance. Given that the city has a 

different name: tester, Shyster, substrate, Sutra, Shyster, Shushed. This shows that a long time ago to look at the 

historical geography of the city proof of the claim. 

 

Textile industry: 

 Shush tar city center and the mining qualified teachers in the context of brocade and cotton fabric and 

superior to all the towns in all the world and his reputation is complex. Diva Shush tar and it is known to all 

regions of the world are, Nasser Kherson in Ash to Diva Shyster notes: Saba to know the land of Tibet Attar 

know from Diva Shyster. It was under the supervision of a family Shuster so that they did not pay their industry, 

to which things have not learned brocade fabrics; the industry with the death of the family is gone. Western 

theorists have tried that method brocade fabric production to the Roman captives to be there, but the profession 

before the arrival of the Romans in Shush tar, with the arrival of the Romans and the captive industry has 

improved. On the Zoroastrian bone fragments after the baptism for the dead brocade cloth cover is obtained. 

During the pre-Islamic kings Diva best fabrics and the finest cashmere said Diva Shuster and clothing and tent 

were the kings of the fabric. All wool rugs and bed linen and plenty of screws in Shush tar and handmade art of 

the time. 

 

Fort Orders: 

 Orders fort on top of the pile with a height of 5 meters are made artificial, one of the major bastions and 

fortresses strong and important is Iran's. So that when the Muslim army conquered Shush tar, Khuzestan 

Harmon Sassanid ruler of ram chromos to Shiraz, Shush tar and Ahvaz is in Fort Orders with a thousand 

soldiers and Abu Musa Atari fence Arab commander, that Messages I was in the castle TVsە a thousand years of 

your ride and I will not give you. 

The castle has a hundred years after the publication of Islam in Iran's old firm. 

 According to the military and engineering construction of the building, which has been formed in various 

areas? The castle has various facilities such as ditches and fence castle, stables, Shavian, Negharkhane, jackets, 

palace, fort, bridge, harem, bakeries, baths, barracks, etc. had gathered in case of need, especially during an 

enemy attack , inhabitants of the castle can survive a long time. Fort Orders In addition to being considered one 

of the ancient monuments Branch ، one of the most important castles in the history of political and military 

events in the country and is also one of the most important centers in the province of Khuzestan, particularly in 

the field of cultural-historical civilization has been the Karun River. Settlement in its history, according to the 

evidence obtained during the Parthian era excavated back to that period. 

 

Shaper and Shush tar Rebuilding: 

 Mirabdollatif brought Khan in his book: Long Branch was broken and destroyed and uninhabited, with the 

advent of the Samarian and Redshirt I was on the throne when he was thinking of Shush tar and renew collective 

wherever there Kvchanyd sentence ordered build homes in the violence and in a very short time and the fort city 

buildings were completed. After the death of Redshirt I had been once again to the same hardship and difficulty. 

Until Byrdە Redshirt, Shaper on account of the young age he began to rein meetings and the determination to get 

a restraining king. Arab because he "zoo active" say. After crushing the waist Kaiser Arab war, he defeated and 

captured, and was bound for Iran. In the lands of the Eastern Caliphate that captured the Roman Emperor 

Valerian in 260 AD Sassanid king Shaper I, and the second was held captive for 7 years. To build a massive 

dam had been working late that the Branch is located. The greatest military victory over the king Shaper defeat 

and capture of Valerian (Valerians) was Roman Emperor in Odessa. Roman prisoners to push the king of 

jondishapur it recently Suzanna Lappet at Beth (Beth-lappet) Ancient was built between Shush tar and Defuel. 

And still is until we leave. 
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Conclusion: 

 Bandit more than 8,000 ancient city of Shush tar Salas with unique antiquities such as water mills Val 

Bndshadrvan Vsrbndmyzan Valhi Orders, etc. Achaemenid Nyzdrrastay Shhrbray development organizations 

have measures such as through the establishment of river water was dairy. As the city during the Tasmanian 

Atbarsnt famous textile city was for centuries the center of Khuzestan after it is allocated.jundishapur one of the 

important cities in the Venice neighborhood that period Susa was the capital of the powerful state Elam 

Achaemenid ancient town is also a factor that makes progress. Shush tar water in the middle of the island and 

there were 6 strong gates and barriers, as well as natural and artificial factors castle Orders to prevent intruders 

entering and hand insistence and perseverance of the people of Shush tar numerous attacks against Arab 

aggression against Arabs and Muslims Branch agents during the drag and resistance of the siege. The question 

about the Shush tar, Historical and political reputation thanks to its geographic position and climatic factors and 

environmental conditions in disbelief all know that the necessary conditions for the creation and development of 

specific and promote a rich and advanced civilization is accumulating. 
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